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1. NA calculation11

In order to better compare the geometries, it is necessary to carefully calculate the Numerical12

Aperture (NA) of the tight-focusing reflectors. The NA is a metric that evaluates the range of13

angles from a light cone of an optic, defined as:14

NA = sin \max , (S1)

where \max is the maximum angle the focusing half-cone of light. Depending on the geometry, the15

NA must be evaluated using the proper approach, otherwise yielding erroneous results. In the fol-16

lowing sections, the NA will be evaluated for the three parabolic geometries presented in this work.17

18

1.1. HNAP19

We first find the maximum radius with 𝑟max = 𝐷/2. Then, considering the space margin Δ, we
find the focal length 𝑓0 as:

𝑧max =
𝑟2

max
4 𝑓0

− 𝑓0 = −Δ =⇒ 𝑓0 =
1
2

(
Δ +

√︃
Δ2 + 𝑟2

max

)
. (S2)

We can then find the maximum focusing angle \max using:

\max = arctan
(
𝑟max
−𝑧max

)
= arctan

©«
𝑟max

𝑓0 −
𝑟2

max
4 𝑓0

ª®®®®¬
. (S3)

Finally, the NA of the reflector is found using the conventional relationship:

NA = sin \max = 0.999 . (S4)

20

1.2. OAP9021

We first find the two extrema radii as:

𝑟min = Δ and 𝑟max = Δ + 𝐷 . (S5)



Using offset distance of the central ray 𝑑offset = Δ + 𝐷/2 and the off-axis angle \off, we can find
the effective focal distance 𝑓eff and then 𝑓0 using the conventional relationships for OAPs:

𝑓eff =
𝑑offset
sin \off

and 𝑓0 =
2 𝑓eff

1 + cos \off
. (S6)

The two extrema angles are further found using:

\min, max = arctan
(
𝑟min, max

−𝑧min, max

)
= arctan

©«
𝑟min, max

𝑓0 −
𝑟2

min, max

4 𝑓0

ª®®®®¬
. (S7)

For an OAP, the rotational symmetry is not around the longitudinal axis but rather around the
segment of the central ray after the reflection, from the parabola to the focus. It is important
note here that it defines a cone of light around the central ray with its half-angle defined by
\OAP = Δ\/2 = (\max − \min)/2. Finally, we find the NA using:

NA = sin
(
\max − \min

2

)
= 0.867 . (S8)

22

1.3. TP23

For the case of a cone of light with a hole, it is necessary to adopt a different approach since
the NA is not additive due to the sin function, and therefore we cannot subtract the NA of the
hole directly. For a given obstruction ratio 𝛼 = (𝐷in/𝑤FWHM)2 = (2𝑟min/𝑤FWHM)2, we first find
the two extrema radii as:

𝑟min =
𝑤FWHM

2
√
𝛼 and 𝑟max = 𝐷/2 . (S9)

We then find the focal length 𝑓0 as:

𝑧min =
𝑟2

min
4 𝑓0

− 𝑓0 = Δ =⇒ 𝑓0 =
1
2

(√︃
Δ2 + 𝑟2

min − Δ

)
. (S10)

The two extrema angles are further found using:

\min, max = arctan
(
𝑟min, max

−𝑧min, max

)
= arctan
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𝑟min, max

𝑓0 −
𝑟2

min, max

4 𝑓0
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. (S11)

Then, as opposed to the NA, it is crucial to note that the solid angles of different light cones are
additive. Considering a light cone Ω with half-angle \ having a solid angle of Ω = 2𝜋 (1 − cos \),
we can write:

NA = sin
[
arccos

(
1 − Ω

2𝜋

)]
. (S12)

Using the above expression, we can generalize the NA evaluation for any kind of geometrical
incidence by integrating the total solid angle over the sphere, and then evaluating the NA as a
single equivalent light cone. For the case of the TP, this gives:

ΩTP =

2𝜋∫
0

\max∫
\min

sin \ d\d𝜙 = 2𝜋 (cos \min − cos \max) , (S13)



which finally yields:

NA = sin
[
arccos

(
1 − ΩTP

2𝜋

)]
= 0.938 . (S14)
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Figure S1. Relationship between the focusing solid angle Ω and the NA for a light cone, up
to a 4𝜋-illumination (NA = 2).

24

One could further express equation (S13) as the union of 𝑁 incident beams sharing the same
geometrical focus:

Ω𝑁 =

𝑁⋃
𝑛=1

Ω𝑛 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

(
Ω𝑛 −

𝑚<𝑛∑︁
𝑚=1

Ω𝑚

⋂
Ω𝑛

)
=

𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

Ω𝑛 −
𝑁∑︁
𝑛=1

𝑚<𝑛∑︁
𝑚=1

Ω𝑚,𝑛 , (S15)

where Ω𝑚,𝑛 = Ω𝑚

⋂
Ω𝑛. We can generalize the NA expression up to 4𝜋-illumination as:25

NA =

{
sin \eff , for 0 < \eff ≤ 𝜋/2
2 − sin \eff , for 𝜋/2 < \eff ≤ 𝜋

(S16)

with

\eff = arccos
(
1 − Ωeff

2𝜋

)
. (S17)

Hence, evaluating equation (S17) and inserting it in equation (S16) is a measure of the fill factor
of the sphere illumination around the focus using the NA metric. Figure S1 shows the relationship
between NA and Ω. Finally, one could re-write equation (S16) as:

NA = sin \eff [𝐻 (\) − 2𝐻 (\ − 𝜋/2)] + 2𝐻 (\ − 𝜋/2) , (S18)

where 𝐻 is the Heaviside function.26

27

2. Linearly-polarized Super-Gaussian beam28

In this section, we show the calculated focused field envelope of the six electromagnetic (EM)29

field components as obtained from the complex norm of the analytic signal (twice the sum over30

positive frequency components), using a 1 PW linearly-polarized (𝑥-direction) Super-Gaussian31

beam of order 16 incident on the three focusing geometries (HNAP, OAP90 and TP).32

33



2.1. HNAP34

Figure S2 shows the focused field envelope obtained from a linearly-polarized beam incident35

on the HNAP geometry. The obtained fields are in full agreement with other works from36

the literature [1–9]. A strong dipolar-shaped 𝐸𝑧 component with lobes positioned along the37

polarization axis is typical of non-paraxial beam focusing A slight ellipticity is observed for the38

field component in the polarization direction 𝐸𝑥 , consistent with other works [7, 10].39

40
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Figure S 2. Focused field envelope of the six electromagnetic (EM) field components
evaluated in the focal plane (𝑧 = 0) and 𝑡 = 0 (time of maximum intensity) for the HNAP
reflector using an incident linearly-polarized (polarization along 𝑥 axis) 1 PW (20 J in 20 fs)
beam.

2.2. OAP9041

Figure S3 shows the focused field envelope obtained from a linearly-polarized beam incident42

on the OAP90 geometry. The obtained fields are in full agreement with previous works on43

OAPs [5, 9]. In particular, the four lobes of component 𝐸𝑦 seen for an on-axis parabola (see44

Figure S2.B) vanish into a dipolar shape when \off > 0 as for this OAP geometry. A larger45

elliptical spot is observed for the 90◦ OAP.46

47

2.3. TP48

Figure S4 shows the focused field envelope obtained from a linearly-polarized beam incident49

on the TP geometry. The intensity distribution (see Figure 3 of the main document) exhibits two50

intensity lobes and an annular shape appear, with a local minimum in the center of the spot. This51

peculiar shape has been noted in the work of Sheppard [2] with a thin annular parabolic reflector52

and in the thesis of Person [11] using an ellipsoidal reflector. This effect is specific to an on-axis53

parabola section with \ > 90◦, and therefore it only applies to the TP reflector among the three pre-54

sented in this work. More generally, the effect described in the following will be observed for any55

circularly symmetric reflector with obtuse focusing angles. It results from destructive interference56
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Figure S 3. Focused field envelope of the six electromagnetic (EM) field components
evaluated in the focal plane (𝑧 = 0) and 𝑡 = 0 (time of maximum intensity) for the OAP90
reflector using an incident linearly-polarized (polarization along 𝑥 axis) 1 PW (20 J in 20 fs)
beam.

of the field component along the polarization direction, 𝐸𝑥 and 𝐵𝑦 here (see Figure S4.A and S4.E).57

58
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Figure S 4. Focused field envelope of the six electromagnetic (EM) field components
evaluated in the focal plane (𝑧 = 0) and 𝑡 = 0 (time of maximum intensity) for the TP reflector
using an incident linearly-polarized (polarization along 𝑥 axis) 1 PW (20 J in 20 fs) beam.



3. Radially-polarized (TM01) beam59

In this section, we show the calculated focused field envelope of the six EM field components60

as obtained from the complex norm of the analytic signal (twice the sum over positive frequency61

components), using 1 PW radially-polarized (TM01) incident beam on the three focusing62

geometries (HNAP, OAP90 and TP).63

3.1. HNAP64

Figure S5 shows the focused field envelope obtained from a radially-polarized beam incident65

on the HNAP geometry. The calculated field distributions are in agreement with other calculated66

fields from the literature [4, 6, 12–15].67
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Figure S 5. Focused field envelope of the six electromagnetic (EM) field components
evaluated in the focal plane (𝑧 = 0) and 𝑡 = 0 (time of maximum intensity) for the HNAP
reflector using an incident radially-polarized (TM01) 1 PW (20 J in 20 fs) beam.

3.2. OAP9068

Figure S6 shows the focused field envelope obtained from a radially-polarized beam incident69

on the OAP90 geometry. The fields are elliptical because the reflector has an asymmetrical shape.70

This focusing geometry used with a TM01 mode does not combine the fields optimally at the71

focus, yielding a larger spot. A non-negligible 𝐸𝜙 component emerges from the asymmetry, as72

observed in Figure S6.B.73

3.3. TP74

Figure S7 shows the focused field envelope obtained from a radially-polarized beam incident on75

the TP geometry. Note that the destructive interference seen with a linearly-polarized beam (see76

Figure S4) has now vanished. This is due to the same rotational symmetry between the incident77

field and the reflector preventing vectorial cancellation. The fields combine to produce a strong78

longitudinal 𝐸𝑧 component following a typical Bessel-like distribution. The main difference79

between HNAP and TP is the 𝜋 phase shift (i.e. reversed polarity) of their 𝐸𝑧 component,80

however not seen here since we show the envelope of the signal (absolute value).81
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Figure S 6. Focused field envelope of the six electromagnetic (EM) field components
evaluated in the focal plane (𝑧 = 0) and 𝑡 = 0 (time of maximum intensity) for the OAP90
reflector using an incident radially-polarized (TM01) 1 PW (20 J in 20 fs) beam.
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Figure S 7. Focused field envelope of the six electromagnetic (EM) field components
evaluated in the focal plane (𝑧 = 0) and 𝑡 = 0 (time of maximum intensity) for the TP
reflector using an incident radially-polarized (TM01) 1 PW (20 J in 20 fs) beam.

4. Vector beam of order 2 using a Vortex Half-Wave Plate82

Figure S8 shows the focused field envelope obtained from a linearly-polarized beam passed83

through an achromatic Vortex Half-Wave Plate (VHWP) of order 𝑚 = 2 and then incident on84

the TP geometry. The destructive interference seen with a linearly-polarized beam (see Figure85



S4) has now been completely inverted. The focused beam intensity distribution is now very86

similar to a linearly-polarized beam incident on the HNAP geometry (see Figure S2). We have87

verified (the numerical results are not displayed for simplicity) that a vector beam of order 𝑚 = 288

incident on the HNAP geometry generates an intensity distribution equivalent to the TP with a89

linearly-polarized beam, as shown in Figure S4. These results confirm that the TP generates a90

tightly-focused vector beam of order (𝑚 = 2) and that a tightly-focused linearly-polarized beam91

(with 𝑚 = 0) can be obtained from the combination of the VHWP and the TP geometry.92
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Figure S 8. Focused field envelope of the six electromagnetic (EM) field components
evaluated in the focal plane (𝑧 = 0) and 𝑡 = 0 (time of maximum intensity) for the TP
reflector using an incident linearly-polarized (polarization along 𝑥 axis) 1 PW (20 J in 20 fs)
beam, and passing through an achromatic VHWP of order 𝑚 = 2.
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